
Lean Practitioner Yellow Level



Training

S Plus have a unique and deep understanding of the capabilities required to deliver a successful Lean Transformation respectively to develop and form 
a sustainable Continuous Improvement Culture. 
With these insights our top coaches and trainers have developed industry leading training to support and develop our clients’ people. 
The Lean Practitioner Yellow Level Training is one of our essential learning and building blocks. Through the application of this training the clients’ 
(“Lean/CI starters”) will establish fundamental capabilities and capacity to enable structural and systematic problem solving.
For client organizations further down the transformational pathway this training will develop multiplicators to sustain, accelerate and further form their 
continuous improvement culture.

Employees which have been certified as Lean Practitioner Level are able to:
+ Understand what the membership and leadership of an effective team means;
+ Use A3 thinking for structural problem solving;
+ See and remove waste in their organisation;
+ Use the appropriate Lean and Six Sigma tools/methods to quantify, visualize and analyze 
   problems/root causes & waste;
+ make change happen and deliver results
+ Participate in team based problem solving.

The Yellow Level training is particularly relevant and applicable for the following:
+ Management, line management, team leaders, supervisors, staff, experts - means all employees
+ Future Lean Experts (see also our Lean Expert Green Level Training);
+ Employees that show an eagerness to contribute to the improvement of processes.

This training will be led by two S Plus Sensei who have gained their lean transformation experience over 
many years of practice.  The training is highly interactive coupled with hands-on exercises 
and simulations that ensures experience based learning for every attendee.

Nature of this training

Who is this training for?

Why this training?

Lean Practitioner - Yellow Level
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Number of participants: 
Investment per participant:

Duration:                
Certification reqirements.:

Available languages: 

Practical Details

Training Summary

+ Lean Principles
         VOC (Voice of the customer)
         The concepts of lean will be explained.
+ Flow- and Pull-Simulation
         A team exercise to see and feel the benefits of obtaining 
         flow and pull in a value stream or in a certain process.
+ Effective Meetings
         The 5 phases of team development.  Learn your Belbin role      
         and how to lead an improvement team.
+ A3 Thinking
         The application of the 9 boxes during team based 
         problem solving.
+ Seeing Waste
         How to map a process in order to visualize the 8 types of  
         waste. We will learn lean basic visualisation tools for material 
         and information flow like  SIPOC, Process Map, Swimlane, 
         Hand Off, Spaghetti Diagram.

+ Quality Tools
         Data collection, data analysis and data visualisation.  
         All with exercises.
+ Lean Cell
         Introduction to the 5 elements of a lean cell and a   
         6S exercise.
+ Problem Solving
         Approach and exercises. 
         The basics of a Rapid Improvement Event (RIE).
+ Gemba
         Explanation and theory of Gemba Walks
         Do Gemba Walks connected to training content
+ Final written assessment (80% to pass)

Minimum 8 - maximum 14
€1,750.00 excl.VAT (hotel and accommodation not included)
4 days (including test)
Passed Yellow Level test and participated in 2 RIEs / KAIZENs or handed over 
2 complete and verified A3, demonstrating that candidates are able to apply 
and practise team based problemsolving (Lean Basic Level).
German, English, Dutch, French, Spanish

The content of the Yellow Level training is:
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